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ICC to Design New Brewery in Angola
St. Louis, MO. – Today, ICC announced the company has signed on to lead the design to
tender phase of a new multi-million dollar new brewery project in Angola.
ICC is combining their consulting expertise with engineering methods developed during 20
plus year spent designing and expanding breweries, all powered by ICC’s Project
Management Smartbox. Anders Hummer, ICC’s vice-president explains, “Our client came
to us looking for solid process engineering expertise, professional project management
skills as well as natural business acumen, which is the core of ICC’s business.”
Work is scheduled to begin right away, and ICC has currently a group of international
engineers in Portugal, bringing together brewery professionals from all continents of the
world including specific Angolan experience. “Our team’s main focus will be on developing
a highly efficient brewing process from intake of raw materials to cases of beer exiting the
warehouse gate,” said Hummer. “In addition, they’ll provide knowledge to help guide
brewery design to ensure optimal production and cost efficiencies.”
The new brewery is a joint venture between Unicer, a Portuguese drinks company, one of
the largest exporters of beer and beverages to Angola, and a group of Angolan investors.
The first brew at the new facility is slated for 1st quarter 2016.
Brewery growth in Angola has been increasing since 2002 when the country began
rebuilding its economy after two decades of civil war. The country’s growing demand for
beverages has enticed some of the world’s largest brewers to set up shop in the
developing country. “ICC is proud that we have been given the opportunity to get involved
in this project. Ultimately, this brewery will create jobs for the people of Angola and
contribute to the growth of the country’s economy.”
About ICC
ICC is a 28-year old professional provider of engineering services. Headquartered in St.
Louis, the company offers a wide range of engineering services –from Greenfield factory
design to here-and-now production line adjustments. With extensive expertise in the Beer
& Beverages, FMCG and Pharmaceutical industries, they specialize in cost
savings, capacity extensions and quality improvements in batch-oriented production. The
team offers a global outlook paired with experience from all continents, enable them to
deliver an unmatched combination of technical expertise and strategic insight.
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